
 

 

Strawberry Mullet Rosé , Columbia Gorge AVA, Oregon 2018 

Grape: Dolcetto 

Vineyard: von Flowtow 

Region: Columbia River Gorge AVA, Oregon 

Elevation: 980 ft 

Soil: Oak Grove Loam. Alluvial mudflow deposits over basalt. 

Vineyard Planted: 2011 

Spacing: 6 x 10 

Pruning: Bilateral Spur 

Farming: Practicing an Organic spray program with some Biodynamic treatments throughout the 

season but not pursuing any certification. No synthetic herbicides or fungicides.   Roundup is 

never used under the rows for weed control and weeds are  controlled by only by mower and 

weed eater. 

Vintage Note: Spring began somewhat classic rainy Oregon, but with considerable heat spikes 

punctuated through budbreak (5/3/18) and some very warm weather around bloom (6/21/18). As a 

result yield was down across the board but the one thing that the heat did benefit was more 

complex phenolic grapes with a lot of skin tannin and flavor, and that didn’t feel as affected by late 

summer heat waves because their skin tannin developed so early. Sun burn was not nearly as big 

of an issue in 2018 as it had been in 2017. Another practice employed in the heat was the spraying 

of chamomile tea preparations to refresh the vines during the most severe parts of the summer. 

Pick was earlier than last year, albeit the fires had more to do with that than anything all in all, 

Harvested on 9/26/18 from the first ten rows of the block that were managed all year to hold a 

heavier crop where I allowed the canopy to grow a little wilder with minimal leaf pulling and 

hedging… farmed for rosé in other words. 

Winemaking Note: Once in the cellar the fruit was loaded whole cluster into the press without any 

additional skin contact prior and the juice was allowed to settle over night before racking the juice 

off its gross lees. Once in barrel and flex tank, the wine remained on its fine lees until bottling in 

late April. Full malolactic was naturally occurring and as a result the wine was bottled unfiltered 

and unfined and 20 ppm of sulfur was added a month prior to bottling. Made to be a versatile food 

companion and not a one-trick-pony rosé, this is a savory rosé that can bend to many an occasion,  


